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Charge of Crime of planned global Genocide and Crime against Humanity by 

officially and massively acting against the UN Climate Agreement of Paris and so (co-

) causing irreversible global Climate Crash and Genocide. 

 

Australian Declaration of War against all Nations. 

 

 

Accused:  

 

1. Malcom Turnbull, Prime Minister of Australia, Canberra, Australia 

 

2. Gautam Adani, Chairman of Adani Group, Ahmedabad, India 

 

 

Committed: 

 

Accused Nr. 1 as Prime Minister of Australia by  

 

a) Willful deceiting the Australian and international public by claiming the 

existence of a national energy crisis and danger of lights going out (March 

2017) 

 

b) Visiting Gautam Adani, accused Nr.2, in India in summer 2017 to 

officially support his plan to start one of the biggest coal mines on earth, the 

Carmichael Mine near Abbot Point/Great Barrier Reef in Queensland, 

Australia 

 

c) Declarating a national plan of “National Energy Guaranty” by turning 

back to coal and gas and allow as well as order energy suppliers to use even 

more coal and gas (17.10.2017) 
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d)Stopping the official plan of the chief scientist Alan Finkel to regulate 

Australian energy suppliers by the order to include a special rate of 

sustainable energy, starting 2020. 

 

e) Cutting all state subsidies for emission free forms of energy as sun and 

wind to zero, starting 2020. 

 

f) Stopping emission trade 

 

g) Stopping prizing CO2 

 

h) Stopping the Labor Party’s plan of a national goal of 50% renewable 

energy until 2050 

 

i) Destroying the new industrial sector of renewable energy suppliers by 

cutting their state subsidies to zero 

 

j) Trying to pay highest subsidies to the accused Nr.2 through a national 

infrastructure fund to finance for free the costs of building a railway 

between the planned Carmichael Mine and the harbor Abbot Point to mass 

transport the coal through the Great Barrier Reef 

 

k) Bringing in great danger and destroy the Great Barrier Reef by that 

 

l) Supporting the accused Nr. 2 to extract billions of tons of coal to be sold 

and will emit billions of tons of CO2, knowing that more than 2/3 of the 

known coal gas and oil reserves have to stay in the ground to assure that the 

global 2-degree-goal will be achieved 

 

m) Knowing that because of l) no more new and especially no extremely big 

coal mines are allowed to be started  

 

n) Not stopping the massive climate disastrous Carmichael Mine project by 

referring to his highly serious duties out of the UN Climate Agreement of 

Paris 

 

o) Acting as Prime Minister of Australia massively against the global 

decision for ambitious decarbonisation of each national energy industry by 

the UN Climate Agreement of Paris to avoid soon destruction of global 

mankind  

 

p) Acting massively against the UN Climate Agreement though knowing 

that in exact opposite only ambitiously fulfilling the Agreement will avoid 

the soon destruction of global mankind 

 

q) Acting though clearly knowing that first of all the Prime Ministers of all 

nations are quoted by the UN Climate Agreement of Paris to take ambitious 

action to save mankind 
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r) Acting though knowing that such a massive increasing of carbonization in 

Australia will make the efforts of all other nations to ambitiously 

decarbonize totally inefficient and in vain,  

 

s) Announcing the massive increasing of carbonization in Australia is in all 

consequences a declaration of war against all nations 

 

t) Acting willingly and massively against the duty of the UN Climate 

Agreement of Paris and so willingly committing global genocide and crime 

against global mankind 

 

 

Accused Nr. 2 as Chairman of Adani Group by 

 

a)Planning and starting to realize the new Carmichael Mine as one of the 

biggest coal mines on earth near Abbot Point/Great Barrier Reef in 

Queensland, Australia 

 

b) Planning to extract billions of tons of coal to be sold and will emit 

billions of tons of CO2, knowing that more than 2/3 of the known coal gas 

and oil reserves have to stay in the ground to assure that the global 2-degree-

goal will be achieved 

 

c) Knowing that because of b) no more new and especially no extremely big 

coal mines are allowed to be started  

 

d) Ignoring many investors and banks true arguments not to invest in the 

Carmichael Mine because of massively aggravate climate change to climate 

collapse 

 

e) Trying to get national subsidies out of the Australian Infrastructure Fund 

to finance for free the costs to build a railway line from Carmichael Mine to 

the harbor Abbot Point 

 

f) Risking the collapse and destruction of the Great Barrier Reef by mass 

transporting the coal from Abbot Point along and through the Great Barrier 

Reef 

 

g) Knowing the clear duty of all national and global energy industry to very 

soon decarbonize their industry as it is declarated in the UN Climate 

Agreement of Paris to avoid the destruction of global mankind 

 

h) Willingly acting against the duty of the UN Climate Agreement of Paris 

and so committing global genocide and crime against global mankind 

 

 

To give evidence to all these accused and intended actions please check the detailed 

reportages of Asia Pacific Economic Correspondent Dr. Christoph Hein in his article in the 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of 18.10.2017 “Australien will Kohle in den Mittelpunkt 

rücken” as well as the reportage of the Asia Pacific Political Correspondent Till Fähnders 
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in his article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of 30.10.2017 “Die Schatten des 

Rohstoffbooms2. These two articles are enclosed to this charge of crime. 

 

Referring to my earlier charges of crime of global genocide and crime of global humanity, 

which I sent to you, now there is even more clear evidence about the international public 

knowledge of the fact that massively acting against the UN Climate Agreement of Paris 

causes the destruction of global mankind and so clearly is committing global genocide. 

 

The most prominent statement about this causally connection just has been made on 

25.10.2017 by the Chief of IMF, Christine Lagarde, at the international future conference 

in Riad, Saudi Arabia. 

 

She said - on open stage - to the sheiks: 

 

“If we don’t do anything about climate change now in 50 years time we all will be 

toasted, roasted and grilled!” 

 

She said “we all will be toasted…” ‘We all’ means not only some inhabitants of islands 

anywhere within the oceans but the whole mankind! 

 

And if people are toasted, roasted and grilled they without any doubt do die!  

 

Mrs. Lagarde chose a quite impressive, bizarre and unforgettable picture to shake 

everybody’s mind and point out that everybody on earth will die if we do not fulfill the UN 

Climate Agreement as soon as possible. 

 

Her absolute epochal speech is to be seen on YouTube. 

 

She continued her speech: 

 

“So decisions are needed at this point of time” 

 

I quote this extra statement of Mrs. Lagarde to make an appeal as well to the ICC itself: 

 

At this point of time decisions as well of the ICC are needed to make an international 

declaration that massively acting against the UN Climate Agreement is willingly 

committing global genocide and crime against global mankind. 

 

So at this point of time the decision of the ICC is needed to start official genocide 

investigations against prime ministers, investors, chairmen of fossil energy groups and 

others who massively act against the UN Climate Agreement of Paris. 

 

As now not only Mrs. Lagarde as chief of IMF but as well the board member of the 

Deutsche Bundesbank, Dr. Andreas Dombret, makes official statements about the massive 

danger of climate change, the ICC should no longer hesitate to start action. 

 

Mr. Dombret points out that to achieve the 2-Degree-Goal of the UN Climate Agreement 

of Paris, 2/3 of the known coal, oil and gas reservoirs have to be led in the ground and 

intensive action is needed in energy sectors as well as in all other sectors to achieve 

effective decarbonisation for global survival.  
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He already sees the beginning of a global economic change to a green economy which is 

caused and needed to fulfill the UN Climate Agreement of Paris. 

 

Please see the article about the speech of Mr. Dombret at the National University of 

Singapore by Dr. Christoph Hein in the Frankfurter Allgemeinen Zeitung on 4.10.2017, 

which is enclosed. 

 

At the end I want to once more ask the ICC to initiate and support the following 

 

 

UN Declaration 

 

The UN General Assembly 

for the most effective protection of mankind 

judges that 

massively boycotting, ignoring or acting against the 

UN Climate Agreement of Paris 

and its rules to decarbonize and to change industry to renewable energy 

as soon as possible 

by leaders of governments, industry and/or investment funds 

would be seen and charged as 

committing global genocide and/or global crime against humanity 

 

 

The text of this declaration could as well be taken as blueprint for a public statement of the 

ICC about committing global genocide by massively acting against the UN Climate 

Agreement of Paris. 

 

And this future UN Declaration should not stop the ICC to start action now! 

 

Thank you so much. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Gisela Toussaint 

Advocate 


